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Balakrishnan Muniapan is a specialist in HRM and currently a Course Coordinator within Management and HRM Cluster at the School of Business Administration, Wawasan Open University in Penang. He has previously held Senior Lecturer positions at Swinburne University of Technology, Curtin University of Technology, and BIMC in Beijing (China). Dr. Bala was recently conferred the “Best Professor in HRM” award at the World Education Congress, Asia’s Education Excellence Award 2014 in Singapore. He has also been a Visiting Professor in HRM for universities and management institutes in the Philippines, Vietnam and India. In academia, Dr. Bala has published over fifty research papers and articles in several international journals, conference proceedings, and book chapters. As a HRM speaker, Dr. Bala is frequently honored as an invited speaker on people management issues at numerous national and international conferences and seminars. He has presented papers on HRM at conferences, seminars and delivered talks in several countries within Asia, Australia, Africa and Europe as a HRM trainer and consultant, Dr. Bala has vast experience in conducting training and consultancy programs in HRM areas related to Managing Industrial Relations, Misconduct and Domestic Inquiry Procedures, Employment Terminations, Performance Management, Leadership Development and Conflict Management and have contributed tremendously towards HRM effectiveness for more than hundred organizations within Malaysia and in Asia. His trainings are interactive, thought provoking, engaging and with practical insights, that helps to transform participant’s strategic and critical thinking skills. Email: bala.hrm@gmail.com.

Mohsen Shafiei Nikabadi received his BSc, MSc and PhD in Production and Operations Management in the Department of Industrial Management at Allameh Tabataba’i University in Tehran, Iran. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Industrial Management Department in Semnan University. His interest is studying on Knowledge Management and E-Business Models Development in Supply Chain.

Nilanthi Ratnayake is a lecturer in marketing at Hull University Business School. Her research interest includes consumption memories, brand relationships, neuromarketing and ethical consumption. So far her research work has appeared in world leading journals and prestigious academic conferences in Europe and USA. She has also won multiple awards for research excellence.

Siva Prasad Ravi, has a B. Engg., three graduate degrees M Sc (Electronics), M. Engg., MBA, LLB (Hons) and a Ph. D in Management. He has 20 years Information Technology industry experience and another 20 years of International teaching experience, having taught in India, China, Fiji, Australia and Canada. His four major areas of expertise include Information Technology & Systems (including E-Governance), Strategic Management, Operations, Supply Chain and Project Management. He has 110 publications (Peer reviewed journals, book Chapters and Conference Proceedings, Case studies) and also authored three books, two in the area of Cyber Crime and one in the area of CRM. He had presented papers in more than 40 International conferences in different parts of the world.

Prapeeporn Sawasduang is a lecturer, researcher and national expert in social sciences at Rajabhat Valaya Alongkorn University, Thailand. She specializes in the development of village communities and, in particular, the creation of sustainable social enterprises. She obtained her Bachelor’s Degree from The College of Dramatic Arts in Bangkok, her Master’s Degree from NIDA Bangkok and her PhD from the Rajabhat Universities Group.
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